Digital Safe Foundations

Small and medium enterprises in the financial services, banking, and insurance industries, as well as federal government agencies, have long needed to choose between compliance archiving and supervision solutions that either fell short of their requirements or cost more than budgets allowed.

To meet these organizations’ needs for high-performance archiving and streamlined supervision, Micro Focus now offers Digital Safe Foundations. Digital Safe Foundations delivers a modern, cloud-native social collaboration-optimized compliance archiving and supervision product that delivers the perfect combination of precise search and supervision review accuracy and a new, easy-to-use interface built for breakthrough efficiencies in workflows.

Product Highlights
Digital Safe Foundations brings the benefits of integrated functionality across all its modules and capabilities. Digital Safe Foundations archives the variety of communications, social media, and collaboration platform content into one unified, compliant content store. Digital Safe Foundations delivers unprecedented productivity in business-critical information archiving, discovery, compliance, and audit tasks. These capabilities are delivered in a services-oriented architecture designed to support the strategic need by medium-sized and specialized enterprises for a robust, secure, and compliant multichannel archiving system.

Key Features
Supervision
Supervision helps you identify and monitor threats in the organization and ensure corporate communications that are fully compliant with legal, regulatory, and corporate rules and guidelines applicable to banking, securities, finance, insurance, and other regulated industries. Digital Safe Foundations applies best practice policies and lexicons, and can be tailored to your environment with optional packages for Social Collaboration, HR, GDPR, and HIPAA.

Key Benefits
- **Powerful Precise Search**—Search results deliver only the messages and documents you need, which saves you money and time
- **Interactive Drill-Down into Results**—Narrow searches by message type, custodian, channel, search terms and message direction
- **End-User Archive Search**—Empower your end users with simple, yet powerful compliant search
- **Modern Interface**—Supervision comes with a new modern interface designed to simplify best-practice policies and lexicons to monitor and identify risks
- **Interactive Reports**—Easily schedule and automatically deliver data visualization reports with built-in business insights across a wide range of formats
- **Advanced Data Structuring and Enrichment**—Accelerate the most demanding queries and analytics with Foundation’s expert structuring of data and enrichment of individual objects when ingesting into the archive
- **Fully Managed Service**
The new, modern Supervision GUI is designed for efficiency to help reviewers easily identify risks. Fewer clicks mean faster results and lower cost for organizations that outsource review. Dashboards give you at-a-glance insights into how the reviews are performed. The intuitive GUI displays quick tips to simplify learning and training, as well as to refresh user knowledge. Personalization of the review layouts through Add, Delete, and Rearrange options allows each user to interact with the system in the way they prefer, while a best practice layout is provided by default to get you started.

End User Search
Powerful compliant search of each user’s individual archive eliminates the limitations found in traditional email solutions, putting the power of compliant search at end users’ fingertips.

Reporting
Built-in analytics deliver deep insight to help you bridge data silos and attain greater value, higher efficiency, and lower costs. Digital Safe Foundation reports can be easily scheduled, with multiple presentation view options that can be selected on the fly, and exports supported across a wide range of formats.